Basics in cardiovascular research

DGK-DZHK workshop series:
Formalia and soft skills
Modern medical research is characterised by a close interaction between scientifically working physicians and basic scientists from various disciplines of life sciences. Structured programmes that are commonly offered to life scientists in PhD programmes and that impart not only specific knowledge but provide a broad range of background information and basic principles are missing for medical students and early career clinicians. The workshop series „Basics in cardiovascular research“ aims on closing this gap of knowledge. The programme that is jointly organised by the DGK and the DZHK addresses in particular physicians who are pursuing a career in the clinic and in science. It offers talks on a variety of basic scientific topics and covers also important insights on essential issues like how to prepare scientific publications or proposals to get third party funding.

11:00 – 12:30 **Session 1**

Chair: Stephan Baldus (Köln)

11:00  **Excellence in international scientific communication – podium speaking for success**  Robert Kötter (Köln)

11:30 **Project planning and management**  Karl Toischer, Göttingen

12:00  **Statistical Thinking**  Tim Friede (Göttingen)

12:30 – 13:00 Lunch break

13:00 – 14:30 **Session 2**

Chair: Stefanie Dimmeler (Frankfurt)

13:00  **The review process – why does my paper not become accepted?**  Ulf Landmesser (Berlin)

13:30  **Third party funding**  Stefanie Dimmeler (Frankfurt)

14:00  **How to combine a clinical with a scientific career**  Bernhard Schieffer (Marburg)

For log-in details please visit https://dzhk.de/en/early-career/workshops/.
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